
Math 261 Computer Graphics Write Up Instructions Week 4

1. Begin by constructing a data matrix C which contains the vertexes of a cube whose center is
at the origin. Set this aside and then do the following.

Determine the 4× 4 matrix which rotates points in R
3 about the x-axis through an angle of

r, the 4× 4 matrix which rotates points in R
3 about the y-axis through an angle of s, the

4× 4 matrix which rotates points in R
3 about the z-axis through an angle of t, and the 4× 4

matrix which translates points by the vector (a, b, c). Then explain how to obtain the
transformation matrix, A which will perform all 4 of these things at once. You don’t need to
show this matrix (it is ugly) but you do need to show the explicit formula for obtaining it.
Then give the perspective projection matrix which projects onto the xy-plane from the
vantage point (0, 0, d) in homogeneous coordinates. Now give the composite formula for first
rotating and translating the cube and then projecting it in homogeneous coordinates. Again,
don’t show the final matrix, but define a new function and show the matrix multiplication
formula for obtaining the composite transformation and projection.

Note that in this part we’re only explaining how to do the transformation and projection.
I’m not yet asking you to utilize the data matrix shown above. As such, you should not have
done any scaling! Finding the homogeneous projection matrix does not mean we’ve taken the
last step of scaling back out of homogeneous coordinates. This part only makes sense after
multiplying the composite transformation and projection by the data matrix! So...

Now that you have determined the transformation and projection matrix you now need to
show/explain how that interacts with the data matrix for the unit cube obtained at the
beginning. Explicitly come up with a formula for obtaining the homogeneous image of the
cube. This will consist of defining the homogeneous image of the cube as a matrix, H and
then explaining how to convert this into the final image matrix by scaling appropriately from
homogeneous coordinates.

As you go through this it may likely be very handy at certain points to make substitutions by
defining variables to equal somewhat complicated expressions so as to minimize writing. Do
this as feels appropriate for how you hash through this problem. This may be unnecessary
depending on how you explain your work. I’m not requiring you actually multiply the
matricies because it gets reaaaalllly ugly. Rather just show the multiplication necessary and
define new transformations along the way so that those can then be composited with the
following steps.

Finally, have fun with it! I know it’s a bit complicated but it really is cool stuff!
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